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Everlock mats may have a slight rubber smell upon initial installation. Some users are more sensitive to this than 
others. A warm since with tiny bit of dawn dish soap and water with good ventilation should mitigate the odor 
quickly. Good ventilation is key to fast odor dissipation.

Initial cleaning after installation:

Everlock 3’ x 3’ tiles and rolled rubber areas are easy to keep clean and maintain as in most cases, sweeping or vacu-
uming is all this is required to keep the mats clean. A “beater brush” vacuum works well for picking up grit and dust.

Stubborn dirt and grime can be removed with warm water and a mild cleanser.

It is NOT recommended that you flood or use extreme amounts of water to clean the Everlock floor. Long term water 
exposure can cause additional expansion/contraction of the flooring if not mopped up. Do not flood floor.

Whenever a soap or cleaner is used; it is important to remember to mop up the residue/soap. The solution should be 
light and no foaming with large amounts of soap.

Cleaners containing a wax agent are not recommended, as the wax will build up. Be sure to use a synthetic mop such 
as nylon or rayon; cotton mops will leave cotton particles behind on the floor.

Basic day-to-day cleaning:

Bissell heatwaver water vacuum works very well for periodic deep clean. Mild dawn dish soap solution or Taski 
Profit cleaner can be added to the water. Larger walk behind or ride-on scrubbers from NaceCare can be used – 
Model TTB-1120 or TTB-1620

Water Vacuum/Scrubbers

Taski Profi Johnson Diversy offers the recommended commercial flooring cleaner/degreaser for periodic heavy 
cleaning of rubber floors. It is a water-soluble additive and available at www.amazon.com. It can substitute for the 
dawn dish soap if desired.

CAUTION: Oil, grease and solvents should not be left on the mats for extended periods of time. Wipe off as soon 
as possible and clean with warm soapy water. DO NOT use petroleum-based cleansers on the mats, as this can 
cause premature deterioration.

WARNING: Drywall, Concrete, and Construction dust/debris can be very difficult to remove from recycled 
rubber rolls and mats. Flooring should be installed last whenever possible on a jobsite. Flooring that is installed 
during construction should be covered with plastic and taped/sealed with blue painter’s tape.

Commercial Cleaning Additives:

Everlock Rolled and 3’x3’ Tiles

•  Regular or Shop Vacuum  •  Dawn Dish Soap  •  Rayon or Nylon Mop (no cotton)
Cleaning Materials

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS


